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Gating properties and surface trafficking of AMPA re-
ceptors (AMPARs) are modulated by auxiliary sub-
units. Here we studied the function of coexpressed
auxiliary subunits belonging to two different classes.
We focused on TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 in dentate
gyrus (DG) granule cells, since both subunits are
highly expressed in this cell type. TARP g-8 and
CKAMP44 decrease the rate of deactivation but
have an opposing influence on receptor desensitiza-
tion, which accounts for their differential modulation
of synaptic short-term plasticity. Furthermore, long-
term plasticity (LTP) requires TARP g-8 but not
CKAMP44. The coexpression of both auxiliary sub-
units is necessary for the efficient targeting of
AMPARs to the cell surface of DG granule cells.
Finally, electrophysiological and biochemical evi-
dence support the notion that CKAMP44 and TARP
g-8 can be contained in the same AMPAR complex.
INTRODUCTION
AMPA receptors (AMPARs), tetrameric assemblies of four dif-
ferent subunits (GluA1–GluA4), mediate the majority of fast
excitatory transmission in the central nervous system. Subunit
composition,RNAediting (Q/R), andsplicing (flip/flop) all influence
AMPARgating properties (Palmer et al., 2005). However, in native
tissue, AMPARs are part of a larger protein complex that contains
auxiliary subunits such as members of the TARP family, corni-
chons, Sol-1, SynDig1, and CKAMP44. These auxiliary subunits
have been shown to modulate the gating properties of AMPARs
to a greater extent than subunit composition alone. In addition,
AMPAR auxiliary subunits affect trafficking and subcellular locali-
zation of AMPARs (Bats et al., 2007; Chen et al., 1999, 2000;
Hashimoto et al., 1999; Kalashnikova et al., 2010; Opazo et al.,
2010; Schwenk et al., 2009; Soto et al., 2009; Tomita et al.,
2005a, 2005b; von Engelhardt et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2004).
Most AMPAR auxiliary subunits display region-specific and
cell-type-specific expression profiles. However, there is consid-erable overlap in their expression pattern, indicating that the
AMPAR-modulatory effect of auxiliary subunits is either additive,
complimentary, or that there is a degree of functional redun-
dancy between proteins. Here, we focused on the role of coex-
pressed AMPAR auxiliary subunits belonging to distinct classes,
namely CKAMP44 and TARP g-8, in DG granule cells. We made
our selection for the following reasons: in the hippocampus,
CKAMP44 is expressed exclusively in this cell type (von Engel-
hardt et al., 2010), and of all TARPs, TARP g-8 appears to exhibit
the highest expression in the DG as revealed by in situ hybridiza-
tion analysis (Fukaya et al., 2006; Tomita et al., 2003). To under-
stand the specific contribution of these two proteins to AMPAR
modulation, we utilized single and double CKAMP44 and
TARP g-8 knockout mice. We used fast application of glutamate
onto outside-out patches of granule cells to analyze extrasynap-
tic currents and observed synaptic currents during miniature
excitatory postsynaptic current (mEPSC) and evoked-EPSC
recordings. We found that both CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 influ-
ence the surface expression and gating properties of AMPARs
and that this effect on gating leads to an alteration in short-
term plasticity at the entorhinal cortex-DG granule cell synapse.
We further demonstrated that TARP g-8, but not CKAMP44, is
required for LTP at this synapse and identified several domains
of CKAMP44 that are crucial for its normal functioning. Finally,
analysis of the modulation of AMPAR-mediated currents by
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in HEK293 cells as well as coimmuno-
precipitation experiments suggested that CKAMP44 and TARP
g-8 can be contained in the same AMPAR complexes and do
not share the same AMPAR-binding site.RESULTS
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Modulate Extrasynaptic
AMPARs in DG Granule Cells
We investigated the influence of CKAMP44 on AMPAR function
in DG granule cells by bidirectionally manipulating its expression
using CKAMP44/ mice and mice injected with a recombinant
adeno-associated virus (rAAV) overexpressing CKAMP44. The
influence on extrasynaptic AMPARswas studied by evoking cur-
rents via fast application of glutamate onto outside-out patches
taken from DG granule cells. CKAMP44 overexpression in-
creased the time constant of deactivation (tdeact), decreasedNeuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 601
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Figure 1. CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Augment the Number of Extrasynaptic AMPARonDGGranule Cells andModulate Their Kinetic Properties
(A) The amplitude and tdeact of AMPAR-mediated currents are reduced in CKAMP44
/ mice and increased in CKAMP44-overexpressing cells. The tdes and
steady-state current amplitude (% of peak current amplitude) are increased inCKAMP44/mice and reduced in CKAMP44-overexpressing cells. Extrasynaptic
(legend continued on next page)
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CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in DG Granule Cellsthe time constant of desensitization (tdes) and the amplitude of
steady-state currents (as a percentage of the peak amplitude),
and slowed the recovery from desensitization (increase in
trecovery) (Figures 1A and 1B; Table S1 available online). AMPAR
gating was affected in an opposite manner in CKAMP44/
mice, in contrast with results obtained from CA1 neurons (von
Engelhardt et al., 2010), in which AMPAR kinetics were similar
between wild-type and CKAMP44/ mice. The cell-type-spe-
cific effect ofCKAMP44 deletion very likely results from its differ-
ential expression levels between regions, which are low in CA1
but high in DG neurons. AMPAR kinetics of wild-type DG granule
cells were between those obtained from CKAMP44/ and
CKAMP44-overexpressing cells, indicating that either not all
GluAs are bound to and modulated by CKAMP44 or that not all
CKAMP44 binding sites in the AMPAR complex are occupied,
should more than one exist. Importantly, CKAMP44 dele-
tion decreased—and overexpression increased—current ampli-
tudes (Figure 1A; Table S1). This CKAMP44-mediated augmen-
tation of current amplitude cannot be explained by an increase in
glutamate affinity, as CKAMP44 also altered current amplitude at
saturating glutamate concentrations (Figure S1A; Table S1).
Furthermore, as revealed by non-stationary fluctuation analysis,
CKAMP44 augmented current amplitude by increasing extrasy-
naptic receptor number as well as modestly increasing channel
conductance. Peak open probability was not affected (Fig-
ure S1B; Table S1).
To investigate the potential interplay of CKAMP44 and
TARP g-8 in DG granule cells, we performed outside-out
patch recordings from granule cells of TARP g-8/ mice and
TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ mice. The genetic deletion of
TARP g-8 resulted in a strong decrease in extrasynaptic
AMPAR current amplitude, and an almost complete loss of
currents was observed in patches from granule cells of
TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ mice (Figure 1C; Table S2). tdeact
was reduced in TARP g-8/ and TARP g-8//CKAMP44/
mice (Figure 1C; Table S2), but interestingly, TARP g-8/
mice exhibited a decrease in tdes, in contrast to the increase
observed in CKAMP44/ mice (Figure 1C; Table S2). Con-
sistent with the opposing effect of the two auxiliary subunits,
tdes in TARP g-8
//CKAMP44/ mice was not different to
that of wild-type mice. Recovery from desensitization was
slower (increase in trecovery) in TARP g-8
/ mice, demon-
strating that TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 also exert an opposing
influence on this property of AMPARs. However, the effect of
CKAMP44 predominates, since the trecovery in TARP g-8
//
CKAMP44/ mice resembles that in CKAMP44/ mice (Fig-
ure 1D; Table S2).AMPAR-mediated currents were evoked by application of 1 mM glutamate (Glu
steady-state currents were quantified from currents evoked by 100 ms glutama
(median ± IQR; rise time: mean + SD).
(B) CKAMP44 slows the recovery from desensitization. Sample traces of AMPAR-
1,000, and 3,000ms) evoked by two 1ms glutamate pulses are shown on the left. Q
of recovery (trecovery) decreases in granule cells ofCKAMP44
/mice and increas
granule cells of wild-type mice (median ± IQR).
(C) The amplitude and tdeact of AMPAR-mediated currents are reduced in TARP
and tdes are also reduced in the TARP g-8
/ mice, but not in TARP g-8//CKA
CKAMP44/ mice. Example traces are shown on the left (median ± IQR).
(D) The trecovery is increased in TARP g-8
/ and reduced in TARP g-8//CKAMIn contrast to its marked effect in DG granule cells (Figure 1A),
CKAMP44 overexpression did not significantly alter the ampli-
tude of extrasynaptic or synaptic AMPAR-mediated currents
when overexpressed in CA1 pyramidal neurons (von Engelhardt
et al., 2010). One possible explanation for this lack of efficacy is
that TARP g-8 exerts a more profound influence on AMPAR
number in CA1 than in DG excitatory cells such that it precludes
any further modulation by CKAMP44. Indeed, the deletion of
TARP g-8 reduced the current amplitude of extrasynaptic
AMPARs to a greater extent in CA1 neurons than in DG granule
cells (Figure S2; Table S3), as previously shown (Rouach et al.,
2005). When overexpressed in CA1 pyramidal cells of TARP
g-8/mice, CKAMP44 increased the AMPAR-mediated current
amplitude, demonstrating that it is also able to promote AMPAR
trafficking in this cell type (Figure S2; Table S3). However,
CKAMP44 overexpression did not rescue current amplitudes
to the magnitude observed in wild-type mice and was also
considerably less effective than in DG granule cells, suggesting
that there are differences in the control of AMPAR trafficking be-
tween granule cells and CA1 neurons.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Exert an Opposing Influence on
Synaptic Short-Term Plasticity
We have previously shown that deletion of CKAMP44 affects
synaptic short-term plasticity by increasing the paired-pulse
ratio (PPR) at perforant path synapses (von Engelhardt et al.,
2010). We hypothesized that the increase in PPR obtained in
CKAMP44/ mice compared to wild-type mice was a result of
the faster recovery from desensitization of AMPARs in knockout
mice. Since TARP g-8 influences the recovery from desensitiza-
tion in an opposite manner to CKAMP44, we wondered whether
TARP g-8 also modulates short-term plasticity differently.
Indeed, the deletion of TARP g-8 resulted in a decrease of the
PPR of AMPAR-mediated EPSCs when stimulating lateral perfo-
rant path (LPP) and medial perforant path (MPP) axons at a fre-
quency of 50 Hz, as opposed to the increase observed after
deletion of CKAMP44 (Figure 2A; Table S4). Next, we adminis-
tered five consecutive stimulations of MPP and LPP fibers at a
frequency of 20 Hz and calculated the PPR of the four subse-
quent evoked EPSCs to the first EPSC. The PPR of the second
to first EPSC amplitude in CKAMP44/ and TARP g-8/
mice was significantly increased and decreased, respectively,
when compared to wild-type mice, and the differences of the
PPRs increased from the second to the fifth EPSC (Figure 2B;
Table S4).
In addition to the recovery from desensitization, other post-
synaptic mechanisms can alter PPR, such as unblocking of) for 1 ms onto outside-out patches of DG granule cells. Desensitization and
te (1 mM) pulses. Sample traces are shown on the left of the quantifications
mediated current pairs with different inter-event intervals (IEI: 10, 30, 100, 300,
uantification of the recovery from desensitization shows that the time constant
es in granule cells with CKAMP44 overexpression when compared to trecovery in
g-8/ and further reduced in TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ mice. The rise time
MP44/ mice, and the steady-state currents are increased in TARP g-8//
P44/ mice. Example traces are shown on the left (median ± IQR).
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Figure 2. TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 Have Opposite Effects on Synaptic Short-Term Plasticity
(A) Deletion of TARP g-8 affects synaptic short-term plasticity in an opposite manner to the deletion of CKAMP44. Sample traces of two EPSCs evoked by
extracellular stimulation of LPP synapses with 50 Hz are shown on the left. PPR is reduced in LPP andMPP synapses of TARP g-8/mice and increased in LPP
and MPP synapses of CKAMP44/mice when compared to those in wild-type mice. Part of the stimulus artifacts have been truncated for clarity (LPP: mean +
SD; MPP: median ± IQR).
(B) Sample traces of five EPSCs evoked by extracellular stimulation of LPP synapses with 20 Hz. Part of the stimulus artifacts has been truncated for clarity.
(C)CKAMP44/ and TARP g-8/mice show EPSC amplitudes that differ to both each other andwild-typemicewhen stimulating LPP andMPP synapses with a
train of five stimuli at 20 Hz.
(D) Application of CTZ abolishes the effect of CKAMP44/ and TARP g-8/ on short-term plasticity (median ± IQR).
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CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in DG Granule CellsCa2+-permeable (i.e., GluA2-lacking) AMPARs (CP-AMPARs)
from polyamine inhibition (Rozov and Burnashev, 1999). TARPs
reduce the polyamine block and can alter the number of CP-
AMPARs at the cell surface (Bats et al., 2012; Cho et al., 2007;
Soto et al., 2007; Turetsky et al., 2005), thereby potentially
modulating short-term plasticity. The contribution of CP-
AMPARs can be estimated by measuring the current-voltage
(I-V) relationship of AMPAR-mediated currents in the presence
of spermine. Wild-type and TARP g-8/ mice exhibited a simi-
larly modest rectification, which was reduced in CKAMP44/
mice (Figure S3; Table S5), suggesting that CKAMP44 deletion
leads to a small decrease in the relative contribution or to a
reduction in polyamine sensitivity of CP-AMPARs in DG granule
cells.
The slight reduction in polyamine block in CKAMP44/ mice
would be expected to reduce the PPR. However, as we
observed an increase in PPR in granule cells of CKAMP44/
mice (Figure 2C), it is unlikely that the observed difference can604 Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.be accounted for by the alteration in the polyamine block of
AMPARs. Indeed, the differences in PPR following CKAMP44
or TARP g-8 deletion were abolished in the presence of cyclo-
thiazide (CTZ), a potent inhibitor of AMPAR desensitization
(Figure 2D; Table S4). These results strongly indicate that the
differences in short-term plasticity between genotypes do not
result from changes in presynaptic release probability or poly-
amine sensitivity, but rather from the differential effects of the
two auxiliary subunits on the recovery from desensitization.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Determine the Number of
Synaptic AMPARs in DG Granule Cells
Our results obtained from outside-out patch recordings showed
that CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 not only change the gating prop-
erties of extrasynaptic AMPARs but also their number on the
cell surface. We wondered whether the decrease in extrasynap-
tic AMPAR number observed in all knockoutmicewas caused by
a receptor redistribution from extrasynaptic to synaptic regions
Neuron
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in DG Granule Cellsor simply by a general decrease in the number of AMPARs on the
cell surface. Hence, we investigated synaptic AMPAR-mediated
EPSCs that were evoked by stimulating either the LPP or MPP
fibers (Figure 3A). LPP andMPP AMPAR/NMDAR-mediated cur-
rent amplitude ratios (AMPA/NMDA ratio) were significantly
decreased in CKAMP44/ mice—and there was a trend to a
larger AMPA/NMDA ratio in CKAMP44-overexpressing cells—
when compared with wild-type mice (Figure 3B; Table S6). Simi-
larly, the deletion of TARP g-8 also decreased the AMPA/NMDA
ratio, and notably, the AMPA/NMDA ratio was decreased even
further in TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ mice (Figure 3C; Table
S7). Comparable reductions of AMPAR-mediated field EPSP
(fEPSP) amplitudes were observed when analyzing input-output
(I-O) curves of wild-type,CKAMP44/, TARP g-8/, and TARP
g-8//CKAMP44/ mice (Figures S4A–S4C; Table S8). These
results suggest that TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 augment the
number of AMPARs at LPP and MPP synapses. This is sup-
ported by immunocytochemical experiments, which showed
that CKAMP44 as well as TARP g-8 overexpression in cultured
hippocampal cells increased GluA1 cluster number, size, and in-
tensity (Figure 3D; Table S9).
Auxiliary subunits have been implicated in the activity-depen-
dent control of synaptic receptor number. Thus, LTP of synaptic
currents in CA1 neurons is reduced in TARP g-8/ mice
(Rouach et al., 2005; Tomita et al., 2005b). Likewise, the
knockout of TARP g-8 completely abolished LTP at MPP synap-
ses of DG granule cells (Figure 3E; Table S7). In contrast, no
change of LTP was observed in CKAMP44/ mice (Figure 3F;
Table S6). Thus, only TARP g-8 is necessary for the activity-
dependent control of synaptic receptor number. The induction
of LTP in MPP synapses led to long-term depression (LTD) in
synapses of the noninduced LPP pathway. This heterosynaptic
LTD was not affected by the deletion of CKAMP44 or TARP g-8.
Further evidence for a CKAMP44- and TARP g-8-mediated
augmentation of synaptic AMPAR number came from mEPSC
recordings. Deletion of CKAMP44 or TARP g-8 led to a
decrease, and CKAMP44 overexpression to an increase, in
mEPSC amplitude and frequency (Figures 4A and 4B; Table
S6and S7). The deletion of both genes in TARP g-8//
CKAMP44/ mice resulted in a further decrease in mEPSC
amplitude and frequency (Figure 4B; Table S7). The changes in
mEPSC amplitude could be explained by an auxiliary subunit-
mediated increase in glutamate affinity, if the peak glutamate
concentration during synaptic transmission does not saturate
AMPARs. We therefore performed mEPSC recordings in the
continuous presence of CTZ, which dramatically increases the
affinity of AMPARs for glutamate (i.e., GluA1 receptor EC50 =
15.1 mM and CKAMP44-interacting GluA1 receptor EC50 =
3.6 mM) (von Engelhardt et al., 2010), to understand if a nonsatu-
rating synaptic glutamate concentration is responsible for the
difference in mEPSC amplitude observed between wild-type
and CKAMP44/ mice. Synaptic peak glutamate concentra-
tions have been estimated to be in the range of several mM
and should thus be saturating for AMPARs in the presence of
CTZ. However, in the presence of 100 mM CTZ, mEPSC ampli-
tude was still significantly decreased in CKAMP44/ mice
when compared with wild-type mice (Figures S5A and S5B;
Table S6), indicating that the CKAMP44-mediated increase inglutamate affinity does not account for the observed change in
mEPSC amplitude.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Influence Granule Cell
Morphology
The results frommEPSC recordings in the presence of CTZ indi-
cate that the changes in mEPSC frequency could be partly
explained by a difficulty in detecting small mEPSCs from the
baseline noise (see also Figures S5A and S5B; Table S6). How-
ever, CKAMP44 and TARP g-8might have an effect on the actual
number of functional synapses, which would also contribute to
the observed changes in mEPSC frequency. In order to investi-
gate this, we filled DG granule cells with biocytin and analyzed
their morphology across the different genotype backgrounds.
First, we performed a Sholl analysis to assess the dendritic arbor
of DG granule cells. We did not find differences in the dendritic
complexity or length of granule cells in CKAMP44/ or TARP
g-8/ mice (Figure 5A and 5B; Table S10 and S11). However,
CKAMP44-overexpressing cells exhibited a greater number of
dendritic intersections and total dendritic length (Figure 5A;
Table S10). Interestingly, the number of spines was decreased
at both proximal and distal dendrites in CKAMP44/ and
TARP g-8/ mice, whereas they were increased in CKAMP44-
overexpressing cells (Figures 5C and 5D; Tables S10 and S11).
Thus, changes in the total synapse number likely contribute to
the observed effects of CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 on mEPSC
frequency.
It has been previously shown that AMPARs on the cell surface
play a role in spinogenesis. GluA overexpression increases spine
number, whereas AMPAR blockade has the opposite effect
(Mateos et al., 2007; Passafaro et al., 2003). Moreover, removal
of the perforant path input to the DG decreases the number of
spines on granule cells (Parnavelas et al., 1974). Thus, the reduc-
tion of spine number in CKAMP44/ and TARP g-8/ mice
might result from the diminished number of AMPARs on the
cell surface. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed AMPAR-medi-
ated currents and granule cell morphology inmicewith a deletion
of the AMPAR subunit GluA1 (Gria1/ mice). Gria1/ mice
displayed a decrease in the AMPA/NMDA ratio, in the fEPSP
amplitude in I-O curve measurements, and in the amplitude
and frequency of mEPSCs comparable to the changes observed
in CKAMP44/ and TARP g-8/mice (Figures S4A–S4C, S6A,
and S6B; Table S12). Importantly, these animals exhibited
a decrease in total dendritic length and spine number (Figures
S6C and S6D, Table S12), demonstrating that the number
of surface AMPARs does indeed influence DG granule cell
morphology.
Functional Domains of CKAMP44
The functional domains of TARPs have been thoroughly investi-
gated (Milstein and Nicoll, 2009; Sumioka et al., 2011; Tomita
et al., 2004, 2005a). However, nothing is known about the func-
tional domains of CKAMP44. The N-terminal region of CKAMP44
contains several cysteines that, based on the structure of homol-
ogous polypeptides, may form a cystine knot via the formation of
disulfide bonds. We interfered with the formation of the putative
cystine knot of CKAMP44 by mutating 3 central cysteines
(C98, C99, and C102) into alanines (CKAMP44C3A; Figure 6A,Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 605
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Figure 3. CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Augment AMPAR-Mediated EPSC Amplitude and the Number of Synaptic AMPARs
(A) Schematic overview that illustrates the recording situation with stimulation and recording pipettes.
(B andC) AMPA/NMDA ratio of evoked currents inMPP and LPP synapses are decreased inCKAMP44/ (B), TARP g-8/ and TARP g-8//CKAMP44/mice
(C), whereas overexpression of CKAMP44 (B) leads to a trend to an increase in ratios compared to wild-type mice. Sample traces of MPP stimulation evoked
AMPAR-mediated currents recorded at a holding potential of70mV andNMDAR-mediated currents recorded at a holding potential of +40mV are shown on the
left (NMDAR current amplitude was measured 25 ms after stimulus artifact, MPP [all genotypes]: median ± IQR, CKAMP44/ LPP: median ± IQR, TARP g-8/
and TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ LPP: mean + SD). Part of the stimulus artifacts have been truncated for clarity.
(D) Overexpression of CKAMP44 or TARP g-8 in hippocampal neuronal cultures increases GluA1 cluster size, cluster number, and integrated cluster intensity
(median and raw data distribution are shown in the quantification graphs). Cultured primary hippocampal neurons were transfected with a CKAMP44 or TARP g-8
overexpression plasmid and an EGFP-expressing plasmid to enable visualization of dendrite morphology. Control cultures were transfected only with the EGFP-
expressing plasmid. Examples of control, CKAMP44, and TARP g-8 overexpression dendrites are shown on the left. Cell surface protein detectionwas carried out
under nonpermeabilized conditions using an anti-GluA1 antibody. Scale bar: 5 mm.
(E and F) LTP of synaptic currents is abolished in TARP/ mice (E) but is not altered in CKAMP44/mice (F). LTP was induced in MPP synapses with a low
frequency pairing protocol. Heterosynaptic LTD of the noninduced LPP pathway is not affected by the deletion of TARP g-8 or CKAMP44 (mean + SEM).
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Figure 4. CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Influence
mEPSC Peak Amplitude and Frequency in
DG Granule Cells
(A) CKAMP44 deletion decreases mEPSC peak
amplitude and increases mEPSC inter-event in-
terval (IEI). CKAMP44 overexpression has the
opposite effect. Sample traces are shown on the
left and cumulative distribution plots for amplitude
and IEI on the right. The median ± IQR of mEPSC
amplitude and frequency are shown inset.
(B) Deletion of TARP g-8/ shows a decrease in
mEPSC peak amplitude and an increase in IEI,
similar to the effect of the deletion of CKAMP44
shown in (A). Concomitant deletionofCKAMP44/
and TARP g-8/ leads to a further reduction of
mEPSCpeak amplitude and a strong increase in IEI
compared to TARP g-8/ and wild-type mice.
Sample traces are shownon the left and cumulative
distribution plots for amplitude and IEI on the right.
The mean + SD of mEPSC amplitude and the
median± IQRofmEPSCfrequencyareshown inset.
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CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in DG Granule Cellsconstruct 2), which should disrupt the cystine-knot structure and
abolish its function. We injected rAAV encoding CKAMP44C3A
into the DG of P6-P8 CKAMP44/ old mice and analyzed
electrophysiological parameters of infected granule cells 3 to
4 weeks postinjection. AMPAR-mediated currents were evoked
by fast application (1 ms and 100 ms) of 1 mM glutamate
onto outside-out patches of CKAMP44C3A-overexpressing
granule cells and neighboring control cells. Patches from
CKAMP44C3A-overexpressing and control CKAMP44/ cells
did not differ in their gating properties (peak current amplitude,
deactivation, rise time, decay time, desensitization, and recovery
from desensitization) (Figure 6A, construct 2; Table S13). In
contrast, overexpression of CKAMP44 resulted in a full rescue
of the properties of CKAMP44/ patches, with values for the
peak amplitude and gating of AMPAR-mediated currents com-
parable to those observed when overexpressing CKAMP44
in wild-type mice (Figure 6A, construct 1; Table S14). Also, full-
length CKAMP44 modulated gating of homomeric GluA2 recep-
tors expressed in HEK293 cells, whereas CKAMP44C3A was
nonfunctional (Figure S7; Table S15), indicating that the extracel-
lular cysteines are necessary for CKAMP44 function. To under-
stand if this loss of function is a result of a lack of binding
of CKAMP44C3A to AMPARs, we coexpressed flag-tagged
CKAMP44 or CKAMP44C3A along with GluA1 in HEK293
cells and immunoprecipitated proteins using an anti-flag anti-
body. GluA1 was coimmunoprecipitated with CKAMP44 and
CKAMP44C3A, demonstrating that the mutation of the three
extracellular central cysteines into alanines did not impair the
interaction of CKAMP44 with AMPARs (Figure 6B). However,
CKAMP44C3A showed only one band on western blots,
whereas wild-type CKAMP44 had two bands, indicating that
disruption of the cystine knot alters the CKAMP44 glycosylation
pattern, which could in turn modify the CKAMP44-AMPAR inter-
action. To investigate whether the disruption of the cystine
knot affects CKAMP44 trafficking, we expressed a flag-tagged
version of CKAMP44C3A in hippocampal cultures and per-
formed immunocytochemical experiments under nonpermeabi-
lizing conditions. CKAMP44C3A was transported to the cellsurface and spines in a similar manner to CKAMP44 (Figure 6C).
Thus, although CKAMP44C3A binds to GluA1 and is localized on
the cell membrane, it has no effect on AMPAR gating properties.
Finally, the mutation of just a single cysteine of the cystine-knot
domain into alanine was sufficient to abolish the function of
CKAMP44 in neurons of CKAMP44/ mice (CKAMP44(C98A);
CKAMP44(C99A); or CKAMP44(C102A), constructs 3, 4, and 5,
respectively) (Figure 6A; Tables S16–S18) and in HEK293 cells
(Figure S7; Table S15), indicating that the intact structure of
the extracellular cystine-knot domain is absolutely vital for
CKAMP44 to modify AMPAR function.
To investigate the role of the intracellular domains of
CKAMP44, we first replaced the entire C terminus with
EGFP (CKAMP44DCT). CKAMP44DCT did not affect AMPAR-
mediated currents in granule cells of CKAMP44/ mice (Fig-
ure 6A, construct 6; Table S19), demonstrating the requirement
of the C terminus for the function of CKAMP44. Next, we
deleted from the CKAMP44 C-terminal region all but 20
amino acids downstream of the TM (amino acid positions
172–192, CKAMP44DCT20). In contrast to CKAMP44DCT,
CKAMP44DCT20 was functional and modulated AMPAR-medi-
ated currents in the same way as the full-length CKAMP44 (Fig-
ure 6A, construct 7; Table S20), indicating that this 20 amino acid
stretch is necessary for CKAMP44/AMPAR interaction. Further-
more, partial removal of this amino acid stretch (amino acids
180–185 and 186–191, CKAMP44D6aCT and CKAMP44D6bCT,
respectively) (Figure S8A) was sufficient to abolish the interaction
of CKAMP44 with GluA1 in HEK293 cells (Figure S8B). Interest-
ingly, neither CKAMP44DCT nor CKAMP44DCT20 was able to
modulate gating of AMPARs when coexpressed with GluA2 in
HEK293 cells (Figure S7; Table S15). CKAMP44DCT20 was
nonfunctional despite retaining the ability to bind to GluA1 in
HEK293 cells, as revealed by coimmunoprecipitation experi-
ments (data not shown). These data suggest that the C-terminal
region of CKAMP44 contains a domain that is required for its
function or for controlling trafficking of CKAMP44DCT20-bound
AMPARs to the cell surface in HEK293 cells. Such a domain
might be dispensable in DG granule cells of CKAMP44/Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 607
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Figure 5. CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Modulate DG Granule Cell Morphology
(A) Sholl analysis of dentate granule cells revealed that CKAMP44 overexpression increases the number of distal dendrite intersections (median ± IQR) and the
total dendritic length (median ± IQR). Example reconstructions of biocytin-filled DG granule cells are displayed on the left.
(B) The number of intersections and total dendritic length of DG granule cells from TARP g-8/mice are unaltered compared to wild-type mice (Sholl: median ±
IQR; total dendritic length: mean + SD). Example reconstructions of biocytin-filled DG granule cells are displayed on the left.
(C) CKAMP44 overexpression increases, whereas deletion of CKAMP44 decreases, spine number on distal and proximal dendrites (median ± IQR). An example
dendrite of a wild-type mouse is shown on the left. Scale bar: 5 mm.
(D) Deletion of TARP g-8 leads to a decrease in spine number on distal and proximal dendrites (mean + SD).
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trafficking of CKAMP44DCT20-bound AMPARs to the cell
surface.
CKAMP44 contains a putative PDZ domain-binding motif
(EVTV) at its C terminus via which it might interact with intracel-
lular proteins. We wondered whether this motif is functionally
relevant for the regulation of AMPAR number. CKAMP44D4 (a
variant in which this motif has been deleted) modulated the
amplitude and gating properties of extrasynaptic AMPAR-medi-
ated currents in a similar manner to wild-type CKAMP44 (Fig-
ure 6A, construct 8; Table S13) and was also functional in
HEK293 cells (Figure S7). However, mEPSC amplitudes were
augmented by CKAMP44, but not by CKAMP44D4 (Figure 7A;
Table S22), indicating that the PDZ domain-binding motif of
CKAMP44 is necessary for the control of synaptic AMPAR num-
ber. This is reminiscent of the requirement of the PDZ domain-608 Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.binding motif of TARP g-8 for its function, which increases
AMPAR number by interacting with the PDZ domain-containing
protein PSD-95 (Chen et al., 2000; Schnell et al., 2002; Sumioka
et al., 2011). We investigated whether CKAMP44 also binds to
PSD-95 and whether this interaction is disrupted upon deletion
of the PDZ domain-binding motif. Indeed, coimmunoprecipita-
tion analysis of protein from HEK293 cells coexpressing either
CKAMP44 or CKAMP44D4with PSD-95 showed that CKAMP44,
but not CKAMP44D4, interacts with PSD-95 (Figure 7B). Further-
more, we confirmed the interaction of PSD-95 with CKAMP44 in
the hippocampus using coimmunoprecipitation of hippocampal
proteins with an anti-PSD-95 antibody. CKAMP44 was detected
together with PSD-95 in the precipitated complex (Figure 7C).
Thus, our experiments suggest that an interaction of CKAMP44
with synaptic PSD-95 is crucial for the CKAMP44-mediated in-
crease in synaptic AMPAR number.
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Figure 6. Functional Domains of CKAMP44
(A) Wemapped putative functional domains of CKAMP44 by analyzing AMPAR-mediated currents in outside-out patches of granule cells ofCKAMP44/mice in
which we overexpressed mutant CKAMP44 proteins. Schematic drawings of the corresponding constructs are shown on the left. The amino acid sequences of
the cystine knot or transmembrane region with the AMPAR-binding domain of CKAMP44 are shown below some constructs. SP: signal peptide; TM: trans-
membrane region; EVTV: putative PDZ-binding motif. Values were compared to that of outside-out patches from neighboring CKAMP44/ granule cells. Only
current amplitude (as an estimation of changes in the number of AMPARs on the cell surface) and trecovery (the gating property value that was most strongly
affected by CKAMP44) are shown here (median ± IQR). See Supplemental Information for other gating property values (tdeact, tdes, rise time, and steady-state
current amplitude).
(A1) Overexpression of CKAMP44 increases the number of AMPARs on the cell surface (estimated here from the change in current amplitude) and modulates
gating similar to the overexpression of CKAMP44 in wild-type mice (see Figure 1).
(A2–A5) Mutation of three (A2: CKAMP44C3A) or single (A3: CKAMP44(C98A), A4: CKAMP44(C99A), and A5: CKAMP44(C102A)) cysteines of the putative cystine
knot into alanines suffices to abolish the influence of CKAMP44 on the number of AMPARs on the cell surface and on AMPAR gating.
(A6 and A7) A short stretch of amino acids downstream of the TM is necessary for CKAMP44 function. A construct in which the entire intracellular part of
CKAMP44was replaced by the EGFP (A6: CKAMP44DCT) does not change amplitude and gating of AMPAR-mediated currents, while a construct in which the 20
amino acids downstream of the TM are spared (A7: CKAMP44DCT20) is fully functional.
(A8) Truncation of the last four amino acids—a putative PDZ domain binding motif—(CKAMP44D4) does not change the influence on extrasynaptic
AMPARs.
(B) CKAMP44 and CKAMP44C3A interact with GluA1 in HEK293 cell cultures. Western blot analysis of protein from HEK293 cell cultures transfected with
flag-tagged CKAMP44 (line 1), CKAMP44C3A (line 2), or EGFP (line 3) plasmids together with GluA1 plasmid. Coimmunoprecipitation was performed with an
anti-flag antibody. GluA1 signal was detected in CKAMP44 and CKAMP44C3A transfected HEK293 cells (line 5 and 6) but not in EGFP cotransfected cells
(lines 7).
(C) CKAMP44C3A is targeted to the cell surface and is enriched in spines similar to nonmutated CKAMP44. Cultured primary hippocampal neurons were
transfected with flag-tagged CKAMP44 or CKAMP44C3A expressing plasmids. An EGFP-expressing plasmid was cotransfected to enable visualization of
dendrite morphology. Control cultures were transfected only with the EGFP-expressing plasmid. Cell surface protein detection was carried out under non-
permeabilized conditions using an anti-flag antibody. Scale bar: 5 mm.
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Figure 7. The PDZ Domain Binding Motif of CKAMP44 Is Required for the Influence on Synaptic AMPAR Number
(A) CKAMP44 and CKAMP44D4 were overexpressed in granule cells ofCKAMP44/mice. CKAMP44, but not CKAMP44D4, increases mEPSC amplitude when
compared to values obtained from neighboring CKAMP44/ cells. Overexpression of CKAMP44 in CKAMP44/ cells increases mEPSC frequency in a similar
manner to CKAMP44 overexpressed in wild-types, whereas CKAMP44D4 had only a small influence on the frequency. Sample currents are shown on the left;
cumulative distribution plots for mEPSC amplitude and IEI are shown on the right. Median ± IQR of mEPSC amplitude and frequency are shown inset.
(B) CKAMP44 interacts in vitro with PSD-95 via its PDZ domain-binding motif. Western blot analysis of proteins from HEK293 cell cultures transfected with flag-
tagged CKAMP44 (line 1), CKAMP44D4 (line 2), or EGFP (line 3) expressing plasmids together with PSD-95 expressing plasmid. Coimmunoprecipitation was
performed with anti-flag antibody. PSD-95 signal was detected in CKAMP44 (line 4) but not in CKAMP44D4 (line 5) or EGFP cotransfected cells (lines 6).
(C) CKAMP44 interacts in the hippocampus with PSD-95. Western blot analysis and coimmunoprecipitation were performed with an anti-PSD-95 antibody on
protein extracted from the hippocampi of wild-typemice. PSD-95 and CKAMP44 signals were detected in input (line 1) as well as in both coimmunoprecipitations
(lines 3 and 4).
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AMPARs and Modulate Their Function Simultaneously
To investigate whether CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 can bind
AMPARs and modulate their function as part of the same com-
plex, we coexpressed CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 along with
GluA1 in HEK293 cells. As expected from analyses of TARP
g-8/ and CKAMP44/ mice, TARP g-8 increased the tdes
and steady-state currents (as a percentage of peak current
amplitude) of AMPARs when compared with cells expressing
GluA1 alone, and CKAMP44 had the opposite effect (Figure 8A;
Table S23). We then investigated if CKAMP44 modulates gating
of currents mediated by a fusion protein of GluA1 and TARP g-8
(GluA1-TARP g-8), which ensures a 1:1 GluA1:TARP g-8 stoichi-
ometry (Shi et al., 2009). This allowed us to rule out the possibility
that intermediate values of tdes and steady-state current ampli-
tudes arise from a mixed population of GluA1+TARP g-8 and
GluA1+CKAMP44 receptor complexes. As previously reported
(Shi et al., 2009), the properties of GluA1-TARP g-8 did not differ
from that of GluA1 coexpressed with TARP g-8. Importantly,
coexpression of GluA1-TARP g-8 with CKAMP44 exhibited
decreased tdes and steady-state current amplitudes (Figure 8B;610 Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Table S23), indicating that saturating GluA1-TARP g-8 associa-
tion does not occlude CKAMP44 binding and its modulation of
GluA1.
To corroborate the finding that CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 can
bind to the same AMPAR complex, we coexpressed GluA1
together with myc-tagged TARP g-8, with flag-tagged
CKAMP44, or with both proteins in HEK293 cells. When coim-
munoprecipitating with an anti-flag antibody, we detected a
signal for GluA1 both in the condition where GluA1 was coex-
pressed with CKAMP44 and when both TARP g-8 and
CKAMP44 were present (Figure 8C). Importantly, TARP g-8
was also copurified together with GluA1 using anti-flag antibody.
Thus, TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 can be present in the same
AMPAR complex.
To investigate whether TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 bind to the
same AMPARs in the hippocampus, we purified protein com-
plexes from the hippocampi of wild-type, TARP g-8/, and
CKAMP44/ mice with an anti-TARP g-8 antibody. CKAMP44
was coimmunoprecipitated from protein samples of wild-type,
but not TARP g-8/ andCKAMP44/, hippocampi (Figure 8D),
indicating that, similar to HEK293 cells, CKAMP44 and TARP g-8
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Figure 8. CKAMP44 Interacts with TARPed AMPARs
(A) CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 decrease and increase, respectively, tdes and steady-state current amplitude of GluA1-mediated currents in HEK293 cells. Example
currents are shown on the left. (tdes: median ± IQR; steady-state current amplitude: mean + SD).
(B) CKAMP44 decreased tdes and steady-state current amplitude of GluA1-TARP g-8-mediated currents. Example currents are shown on the left. Dashed lines
indicate tdes and steady-state current amplitude of GluA1 alone.
(A and B) AMPAR-mediated currents were evoked by fast application of 100 ms glutamate pulses (1 mM) onto HEK293 cells (tdes: median ± IQR; steady-state
current amplitude: mean + SD).
(C) CKAMP44 interacts with the same AMPARs as TARP g-8 in HEK293 cell cultures. Western blot analysis was performed on protein from HEK293 cell cultures
transfected with myc-tagged TARP g-8 (line 1), flag-tagged CKAMP44 (line 2), and both myc-tagged TARP g-8 and flag-tagged CKAMP44 (line 3) expressing
plasmids together with a GluA1 expressing plasmid. Myc-tagged TARP g-8 and flag-tagged CKAMP44 expressing plasmids were also cotransfected without
GluA1 (line 4). Coimmunoprecipitation was performed with an anti-flag antibody. GluA1 signal was detected not only when CKAMP44 alone was present (line 7),
but also when both CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 were present in the cells (line 8). Importantly, TARP g-8 was copurified by CKAMP44 when overexpressed with
GluA1 (line 8), but not when TARP g-8 was coexpressed with CKAMP44 alone (line 9).
(D) CKAMP44 interacts with the same AMPARs as TARP g-8 in the hippocampus. Coimmunoprecipitation was performed using protein samples from the
hippocampi of TARP g-8/ (g-8 KO, lines 1 and 5), CKAMP44/ (C44 KO, lines 2 and 6), and wild-type (WT, lines 3 and 7) mice. Coimmunoprecipitation with an
anti-TARP g-8 antibody revealed that CKAMP44 could be detected only in the immunoprecipitated protein fraction obtained from the hippocampi of wild-type
mouse (line 7), indicating that TARP g-8 interacts with CKAMP44.
(E) CKAMP44 interacts with the same AMPARs as TARPs in the hippocampus. Coimmunoprecipitation was performed using protein samples from the hippo-
campi of TARP g-8/ (g-8 KO, lines 1 and 5), CKAMP44/ (C44 KO, lines 2 and 6), and wild-type (WT, lines 3 and 7) mice. Coimmunoprecipitation with an anti-
TARP g-2/-4/-8 antibody revealed that CKAMP44 could be detected not only in the immunoprecipitated protein fraction obtained from the hippocampi of the
wild-type mouse (line 7), but also in the TARP g-8/mouse (line 5), demonstrating that TARP g-2 and/or TARP g-4 interact with CKAMP44. Note the much lower
signal of GluA1 in the TARP g-8/ mouse (line 5) in comparison to CKAMP44/ (line 6) and wild-type (line 7) mice, indicating that the majority of GluA1 in the
hippocampus are bound to TARP g-8.
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campus. It is unlikely that the copurification of CKAMP44 re-
sulted from a direct interaction with TARP g-8, since CKAMP44
could not be copurified with TARP g-8 in HEK293 cells that do
not express GluA1 (Figure 8C, lines 4 and 9).
To determine whether other TARPs also interact with
CKAMP44, we isolated protein from the hippocampi of wild-
type, TARP g-8/, and CKAMP44/ mice and coimmunopre-
cipitated protein complexes using an anti-TARP g-2/-4/-8antibody. GluA1 was copurified not only from protein isolated
from wild-type and CKAMP44/ hippocampi but also from the
hippocampi of TARP g-8/ mice (Figure 8E), as expected
from the expression of TARP g-2 and TARP g-4 in the hippocam-
pus (Tomita et al., 2003). The GluA1 band was much weaker in
the TARP g-8/ sample, indicating that more AMPARs bind to
TARP g-8 than to TARP g-2 and TARP g-4 in the hippocampus.
Interestingly, CKAMP44 was also copurified using the anti-TARP
g-2/-4/-8 antibody when precipitating protein isolated fromNeuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 611
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CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in DG Granule CellsTARP g-8/ mice (Figure 8E), demonstrating that CKAMP44
binds to AMPAR/TARP g-2 or -4 complexes.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we modulated the expression of CKAMP44 and
TARP g-8 by using knockout mice and virus-mediated overex-
pression of CKAMP44 to learn how coexpression of CKAMP44
and TARP g-8 modulates AMPAR function in a defined cell
type, namely DG granule cells. In addition, functional and
biochemical data of recombinantly expressed proteins support
the notion that the two auxiliary subunits can bind simulta-
neously to the same AMPAR complex.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Modulate AMPAR Gating and
Synaptic Short-Term Plasticity in DG Granule Cells
In this study we showed that CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 exert
overlapping AMPAR modulatory effects. Both proteins in-
creased the time constant of deactivation and promoted surface
expression of AMPARs in DG granule cells. Previous studies
have demonstrated that TARP g-8 increases the conductance
and apparent glutamate affinity of AMPARs (Milstein et al.,
2007; Shi et al., 2010; Tomita et al., 2007) in a similar manner
to CKAMP44, as shown in this study. However, there are also
important functional differences between these two AMPAR
auxiliary subunits. Thus, TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 exerted an
opposite influence on AMPAR desensitization and recovery
from desensitization. Consistent with this opposite effect, the
time constant of desensitization of AMPARs from TARPg-8//
CKAMP44/ mice was similar to that observed in wild-type
mice. Interestingly, the time constant of recovery from desensi-
tization in TARP g-8//CKAMP44/ mice resembled that of
CKAMP44/ mice, indicating that CKAMP44 exerts a stronger
influence on recovery from desensitization than TARP g-8.
TARP g-8 and CKAMP44 also differ in their regulation of
synaptic short-term plasticity as a result of their differing modu-
lation of AMPAR desensitization. Indeed, the PPR of AMPAR-
mediated EPSCs evoked by stimulation of LPP and MPP
synapses was increased and decreased in CKAMP44/ and
TARP g-8/ mice, respectively, when compared with wild-
type mice. Grid cells of the entorhinal cortex (the brain region
that projects to DG granule cells) can fire with a peak firing fre-
quency of 10–20 Hz (Fyhn et al., 2004), and since short-term
plasticity was affected in TARP g-8/ mice and CKAMP44/
mice when stimulating perforant path axons (the entorhinal
cortex-DG projection) at a rate of 20 Hz, CKAMP44 and TARP
g-8 are ideally suited to modulate the communication from grid
cells to granule cells.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Promote Surface Expression of
AMPARs in DG Granule Cells, but Only TARP g-8 Is
Necessary for LTP
Our data provide evidence that CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 in-
crease the number of AMPARs on the cell surface of DG granule
cells. Deletion of CKAMP44 or TARP g-8 reduced synaptic
AMPAR-mediated current amplitudes to a similar extent
(ca. 40%–50%—estimated from the change in AMPA/NMDA
ratio and I-O curves). In contrast, the reduction in extrasynaptic612 Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.AMPAR-mediated current amplitude was more pronounced
in TARP g-8/ mice (ca. 80%) than in CKAMP44/ mice
(ca. 50%). Interestingly, deletion of TARP g-8 also affected the
current amplitude of extrasynaptic AMPARs more strongly
than that of synaptic AMPARs in CA1 neurons (extrasynaptic
ca. 90% reduction; synaptic ca. 30% reduction) (Rouach et al.,
2005), indicating that TARP g-8 plays a more prominent role in
the control of extrasynaptic rather than synaptic receptors in
CA1 neurons and DG granule cells. CKAMP44, on the other
hand, affects extrasynaptic and synaptic AMPAR number
similarly.
TARPg-8//CKAMP44/mice display a dramatic reduction
in extrasynaptic AMPAR-mediated current amplitude (>90%),
showing that the majority of extrasynaptic AMPARs in granule
cells interact with either TARP g-8 or CKAMP44 (or both). How-
ever, there was only a ca. 60% reduction in the number of synap-
tic AMPARs (estimated from the change in AMPA/NMDA ratio
and I-O curves) in TARPg-8//CKAMP44/ mice. In situ hy-
bridizations previously demonstrated that other TARP family
members (g-2, g-3, g-4, and g-7) are also expressed in the
DG, albeit to a much lower extent than TARP g-8 (Fukaya
et al., 2005; Tomita et al., 2003). Furthermore, the recently iden-
tified auxiliary subunits CNIH-2 and CNIH-3 (Mauric et al., 2013)
and putative auxiliary subunit GSG1L (Schwenk et al., 2012;
Shanks et al., 2012) (Allen Brain Atlas; http://www.brain-map.
org/) also display high expression levels in DG granule cells.
Therefore, it is likely that the remaining AMPARs in TARP
g-8//CKAMP44/ mice are trafficked to the cell membrane
of granule cells with the assistance of one of these other auxiliary
subunits. Indeed, our coimmunoprecipitation experiments
demonstrate that some GluA1 are bound to TARP g-2 and/or
4 in TARP g-8/ mice.
Auxiliary subunits not only control the number of AMPARs on
the cell surface but are also involved in the activity-dependent
regulation of synaptic AMPAR number. Thus, LTP in CA1 neu-
rons requires TARP g-8 (Rouach et al., 2005). Similarly, LTP is
absent in DG granule cells of TARP g-8/ mice, whereas the
deletion of CKAMP44 did not alter LTP. As previously observed
(Abraham and Goddard, 1983), there was a heterosynaptic LTD
in the noninduced LPP pathway, which was not affected by the
deletion of CKAMP44 or TARP g-8.
The strong reduction in extrasynaptic current amplitudes in
both single knockout mice suggests that some AMPARs bind
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 simultaneously. Stoichiometric ana-
lyses showed that up to four TARPs can bind to a single AMPAR
(Hastie et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2009). Indeed, our
functional analysis in HEK293 cells showed that CKAMP44mod-
ulates not only GluA1-mediated but also GluA1-TARP g-8-medi-
ated currents. Thus, these experiments show that CKAMP44
and TARP g-8 can bind to the same AMPAR complex and that
the two auxiliary subunits do not share the same binding site.
Furthermore, coimmunoprecipitation experiments revealed
that CKAMP44 is contained together with TARP g-8 and TARP
g-2/-4 in the same AMPAR complexes in the hippocampus.
Interestingly, the CKAMP44 signal appeared to be stronger in
protein samples from TARP g-8/ than in those from wild-
type mice, suggesting that there is a compensatory upregulation
of CKAMP44 in TARP g-8/ mice. In contrast, we consistently
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ples from CKAMP44/ mice than in those from wild-type
mice, indicating that CKAMP44 might stabilize GluA1/TARP
g-8 complexes.
Delineation of Functional Domains in CKAMP44
The N-terminal region of CKAMP44 contains a cysteine-rich re-
gion that might form a cystine-knot domain based on similarities
to those found in growth factors, toxins, and interleukins (Heine-
mann and Leipold, 2007; McDonald and Hendrickson, 1993;
Zhang et al., 2011). In these proteins, cysteines are stably con-
nected by disulfide bonds and thus form a functionally important
globular domain (cystine knot) with several loops (usually
comprised of b sheets) by which cystine-knot-containing pro-
teins interact with other proteins. We showed that the intact
extracellular cystine-knot domain of CKAMP44 is a prerequisite
for its modulation of AMPARs, as mutation of even a single
cysteine in the cystine knot completely abolished CKAMP44-
dependent modulation of AMPAR gating. However, the
CKAMP44 mutant with the disrupted cystine-knot domain
(CKAMP44C3A) retained its ability to interact with AMPARs
and was localized in dendritic spines. Therefore, the cystine
knot appears not to be required for the binding of CKAMP44 to
AMPARs, although it is essential in mediating the effect of
CKAMP44 on AMPAR gating properties. In fact, we showed
that an amino acid sequence directly downstream of the TM
region is necessary for the physical interaction of CKAMP44
and AMPARs. Thus, CKAMP44 mutants that contained a com-
plete deletion of the C-terminal domain were nonfunctional.
However, the reinsertion of the first 20 amino acids of the intra-
cellular region restored the function of the C-terminal truncated
CKAMP44.
Mutation of the cystine knot sufficed to abolish not only the
influence on AMPAR gating but also the effect on the number
of extrasynaptic AMPARs. A possible explanation for this
finding is that CKAMP44 promotes forward trafficking of
AMPARs due to its effect on gating properties. Before their
transport to the cell surface, AMPARs have to pass a quality
control in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The ER quality con-
trol machinery serves as a structural and functional checkpoint
for ionotropic glutamate receptors (Coleman et al., 2009; Fleck,
2006; Priel et al., 2005). Thus, changes in gating properties and
glutamate affinity have a strong influence on AMPAR exit from
the ER and the number of cell surface AMPARs (Greger et al.,
2006; Penn et al., 2008). Indeed, it has been proposed that
TARPs and cornichons increase maturation and ER export of
AMPARs by a similar mechanism (Jackson and Nicoll, 2011;
Shi et al., 2010). Interestingly, an influence on the ER quality
control was also found for Shisa 1, 2, and 3, which contain
very similar cystine-knot motifs as that of CKAMP44. Shisa pro-
teins reduce fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) mem-
brane expression by inhibiting FGFR maturation and promoting
FGFR degradation in the ER (Nagano et al., 2006; Yamamoto
et al., 2005).
CKAMP44 requires its PDZ-binding motif in order to augment
synaptic but not extrasynaptic AMPAR number. This is reminis-
cent of the requirement for the PDZ-binding motif of TARP g-8 to
exert its function (Chen et al., 2000; Schnell et al., 2002; Sumiokaet al., 2011). TARP g-8 stabilizes AMPARs in the synapse via an
interaction with the PDZ-domain containing protein PSD-95.
Similarly, we found that CKAMP44 interacts with PSD-95 via
its C-terminal PDZ-binding motif, indicating that the two proteins
might share a common mechanism by which they augment the
number of synaptic AMPARs.
CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 Increase the Spine Number of
DG Granule Cells
The strong impact of CKAMP44 and TARP g-8 on mEPSC fre-
quency prompted us to investigate possible changes in granule
cell morphology. We found that part of the change in mEPSC
frequency can be explained by a reduced number of granule
cell spines in CKAMP44/ and TARPg-8/ mice. We hypoth-
esized that both auxiliary subunits increase spine number
indirectly via the increase in the number of AMPARs on
the cell surface. Overexpression of AMPARs augments, and
chronic AMPAR blockade reduces, spine number (Mateos
et al., 2007; Passafaro et al., 2003). Furthermore, deafferenta-
tion of entorhinal cortex inputs to DG granule cells (which
would reduce AMPAR activation) diminishes spine number
(Parnavelas et al., 1974). Likewise, the decrease in synaptic
AMPAR current in CKAMP44/ and TARPg-8/ mice might
be sufficient to cause a reduction in spine number. To test
whether a reduction in AMPARs affects spine number, we
investigated mEPSCs and DG granule cell morphology in
Gria1/ mice. We found not only a reduction in the amplitude
but also in the frequency of mEPSCs in granule cells of
Gria1/ mice, which could be explained by a decrease in
spine number comparable to that observed in CKAMP44/
mice. Moreover, DG granule cells of Gria2/ mice exhibit
changes in spine morphology with fewer mature mushroom
spines and more immature thin spines (Medvedev et al.,
2008). Interestingly, spine number is not affected in CA1 neu-
rons of Gria1/ mice (Lu et al., 2009; Zamanillo et al., 1999),
indicating that different mechanisms control cell morphology
in these two hippocampal subregions. In conclusion, the
changes observed in Gria1/ and Gria2/ mice suggest
that CKAMP44 deletion affects mEPSC frequency and granule
cell morphology by the downregulation of AMPAR number on
the cell surface.
CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates that AMPARs on DG granule cells are
under the control of the two auxiliary subunits CKAMP44 and
TARP g-8. Both proteins promote the trafficking of AMPARs to
the cell surface and to synapses. However, the two proteins
differ in their influence on synaptic short-term plasticity and their
involvement in synaptic LTP. The fact that CKAMP44 and TARP
g-8 share several functions but also differ in some important
aspects leads to fascinating questions regarding the regulation
of their expression on a cellular level. Should this expression
be dynamic and activity dependent, it would grant the cell a
subtle yet elegant mechanism by which to modify its surface
expression of AMPARs, the short-term plasticity and LTP of its
synapses, and even its cellularmorphology based on the expres-
sion levels of just two auxiliary subunits.Neuron 83, 601–615, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 613
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Plasmid Cloning, Production, and Injection of rAAV Particles
Cloning of plasmids and production of rAAVs was done as previously
described (Khodosevich et al., 2009; von Engelhardt et al., 2010). rAAVs
were stereotactically injected into P6-8-old mice (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures for details).
Electrophysiology
Electrophysiological analysis were performed on HEK293 cells or on 250–
300 mm hippocampal slices of CKAMP44/, TARP g-8/, TARP g-8//
CKAMP44/, and Gria1/ mice and their control littermates (see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures for details).
Morphological Analyses
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
Hippocampal Cultures and Cell Transfection
Dissociated primary hippocampal neurons were cotransfected with the
pEGFP and flag-tagged CKAMP44 or CKAMP44C3A expression constructs
as previously described (Khodosevich and Monyer, 2010; von Engelhardt
et al., 2010) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
Western Blot Analysis and Immunohistochemistry
See Supplemental Experimental Proceduresfor details.
Ethical Approval
All experiments were approved by the Governmental Supervisory Panel on
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